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Martian Student Arrives at CMS

“Ew yllaer ekil ti no Htrae!” (translation “We really like it on Earth!”). Their language is the opposite of ours. We recently interviewed the Martian named Retep, and it was very inspiring. A teacher was quoted, “I can’t understand a word he’s saying!” Thankfully we are creating a translator for their language.

Mr. Flanagan Trains for the Olympics

Secret after school spies have discovered an amazing story. Mr. Flanagan has been training for the 2020 Summer Olympics! Every day at 6:00 P.M. he practices in the den with his trainers, Miss A. and Mr. Miller! Using what we gathered, we can conclude that Mr. Flanagan will be competing in the deadlift weight lifting competition. Good luck Mr. Flanagan!
Mr. Totka Really Uses Stilts. (He’s not as tall as we thought!)

For years, Mr. Totka worked as a traveling stilt walker for large events. Eventually he decided, “I like being up high like this all the time, so he decided to keep the stilts on all the time. Student heard commenting, “I knew nobody could be that tall.”

New Law Requires Students to Become Teachers

Now the teachers can’t talk when I’m teaching! Teacher heard commenting, “I have a student in my class with a D in math! And now here he is teaching my class! What type of law is this anyway!” But the student quoted that this was a “fair law.”
My New English Teacher is a Chicken.
(That’s right, an actual chicken!) “I can’t understand a thing he says, and his handwriting is like chicken scratch.” He says his name is Mr. Cluck, but what kind of a name is that anyway. And I wonder where does a chicken go to college to get a teacher’s degree?

Rumors that Mr. Gray is actually Batman go unfounded

Mr. Gray is NOT Batman. “I knew he wasn’t Batman; He doesn’t even have a butler!” a student was heard commenting. The rumor going around claiming that Mr. Gray is Batman is actually, NOT TRUE. He does not spend his nights fighting the Joker. He does not run a multimillion dollar company, or does he? After our reporters followed him for 7 days, we can finally conclude, he is not Batman but, he may still be Superman!
Secret Tunnel on the Third Floor

“It leads to a wondrous place.” A secret teacher’s room complete with a buffet, flat screen TV, and indoor pool was uncovered on Tuesday after students stumbled upon a secret tunnel on the third floor. It had all of the teachers there. No wonder they were all gone at a ‘meeting’. Who said teachers can’t have fun?

Mr. Hart Brings an Invention to Shark Tank

Mr. Hart created a talking guitar time machine which was showcased on the latest episode of Shark Tank. This invention comes complete with a 1.21 gigawatt flux capacitor. It may not be a DeLorean, but Lori Greiner was so impressed, Mr. Hart’s invention will be hitting the shelves by the end of the school year. She will be getting 20% of his profits. Thankfully, Mr. Hart will still be working his full time job at the school.
Ninja Ants Attack CMS

A student witness reported that he was in Mrs. Goldberg’s classroom when the incident occurred. “I was wishing for school to end early when an army of 10,000 ninja ants swarmed into the room. They picked up Mrs. Goldberg who cried, ‘What’s happening? Call the fumigator!’ She was carried right out of the classroom. We heard her screaming down the hallway, but kept working on our Quarterly. After all, Mrs. Goldberg was the one who told us to be diligent and it is important to always listen to your teacher!” Reliable sources report that Mr. Duffy swooped in and saved Mrs. Goldberg just before the ninja ants carried her out of the building. Unfortunately, the small army escaped.

Ms. Maass’ New Nose

Many people don’t know this, but Ms. Maass had a major nose operation before she became a teacher. She was sick and tired of people mistaking her for an elephant, so she did something about it. (BTW, she also had her ears reduced in a separate operation.) Now she is the beautiful Social Studies teacher we all know and love.